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Abstract—Wind turbine blade with carbon fiber reinforced
plastics (CFRP) beam has much better mechanism performance.
However, it faces the severe problem of lightning protection due to
the conductivity of CFRP. Metal mesh are installed on CFRP
blades by many manufacturers in order to protect the main beam.
The performance of the metal mesh was not fully tested with real
blade tip. In this paper, the blade tip equipped with tip receptor
and fully covered mesh are tested under both negative and positive
switching impulses. The results show that the mesh has little
influence on the attachment manner. The results between nonemesh GFRP and with-mesh CFRP blade is also compared.
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blade tip under the simulated negative lightning strikes [7]. The
testing results from Sinoma Wind Power Blade Co., Ltd also
verify it. The thin metal mesh along the center of the blade has
been tested by [6]. However, the performance under the
combination of both tip receptor and metal mesh is still not clear.
There are also few reports about the performance of fully
covered mesh.

blade;

I.
INTRODUCTION
The carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) is the next
generation material for the beam of wind turbine (WT) blade,
especially for the offshore wind farms. CFRP has much better
mechanism performance compared with glass fiber reinforced
plastics (GFPR). However, it has a fatal problem for the aspect
of lightning protection. The CFRP beam can be regards as
external conductor through the whole blade, which may cause it,
hit by the lightning strikes directly, be damaged.

(a) The typical lightning protection system for the GFRP wind turbine blade

Most of MW wind turbine blades are equipped with one tip
receptor and several side receptors along the blade tip (~10 m),
as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In order to eliminate the risk of
interception failure for CFRP WT blade, some of the blade
manufacturers install metal mesh over the blade beam or cover
the whole blade tip (Fig. 1 (b) & (c)).
Several experimental researches have been done to
investigate the performance of different kinds of receptors [1] [7]. The tip receptor can provide good protection for 5m GFRP
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(b) The CFRP wind turbine blade equipped with metal mesh over the main
beam

(c) The CFRP wind turbine blade equipped with metal mesh covering the
whole blade

The reason why only 45° is used is based on our previous
experiment results that the tip receptor can intercept all the
downward leaders under 90°and 60°with horizontal [7],[8]. The
wind ward / lee ward side is set to face the ground in order to
simulate the most serious condition when the mesh gets the
maximum area exposed to the downward leader. The
experiments are conducted under both negative and positive
standard switching impulses. The setup is shown in Fig. 3. A
high-speed camera and a digital camera are used to record the
attachment process. The frame rate is 240601 fps and the interval
is 4.1 μs/frame.

Figure 1. The lightning protection system of the MW wind turbine blade

In this paper, the influence of the metal mesh to the
attachment manner of CFRP wind turbine blade is investigated
by experiments. Both negative and positive switching impulses
are used to simulate different polarities of cloud-to-ground
flashes (CGs). The comparation of attachment points location is
made between without-mesh GFRP and with-mesh CFRP
blades.
II.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Specimen
A 5.5 m CFRP blade tip specimen with aluminum tip
receptor and covered with aluminum mesh is employed, as
shown in Fig. 2. Both the receptor and mesh are grounded by 70
mm2 copper twisted wire inside blade chamber. The cross
section of the specimen has the similar structure as shown in Fig.
1 (c), where the main beam and web end at about 3m from the
tip.

Figure 2. CFRP blade tip specimen with tip receptor and metal mesh

Figure 3. Experiment setup.

B. Experiment setup
A rod electrode is used to simulate the lightning downward
leader (DL). Hereinafter, the leader propagating from rod
electrode is called downward leader. The vertical length of the
gap is 2.5m. two different lateral (LD) distances are tested, 0 m
and 1.8 m, respectively. The specimen is placed on a 1 m
insulated supporter. The orientation of the specimen is set to 45°.

Both negative and positive tests are conducted for different
LDs, each condition for 10 times, as shown in Table I (No. 1 4). The experiment results of GFRP blade from [7] are also
shown in Table I (No. 5 - 8), for the comparison with/without
metal mesh.

TABLE I
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Type of
blade

Polarity

III.

RESULTS

THE LOCATION OF ATTACHMENT POINTS UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

Length of
gap (m)

Orientation

LD
(m)

Tip receptor
Negative
0
10
2.5
45°
Positive
0
9
45°
2.5
CFRP with
metal mesh
45°
Negative
2.5
1.8
10
Positive
2.5
45°
1.8
5(5)
Negative
0
20
90°
3
GFRP
90°
Positive
3
0
20(1)
without
Negative
1.5
30°
1.1
20(2)
metal mesh
30°
Positive
1.5
1.1
0
* The number in the bracket is the number of cases hit on the side of receptor.

Location of attachment points
The boundary of receptor and blade
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
10

Total
Mesh
0
0
0
1
-

10
10
10
10
20
20
20
10

A. The influence of the mesh under negative downward leader
For negative condition, all the downward leaders are
intercepted by tip receptor under different LDs (Table I No.1),
which is similar to the results of no mesh GFRP blade (Table I
No. 5 & 7). There is no upward leader observed initiating from
the mesh. The typical process is shown in Fig. 4 (a) & (b). The
mesh has no influence on the location of attachment point.

(a) Left: attachment point on the receptor side. Right: attachment point on the
edge of the receptor.

(b) The process of the attachment process under positive impulse.
Figure 5. Observed results under positive impulse (LD=1.8 m).

(a) The channel of the discharge under negative impulse.

From all the cases that the receptor intercepts the downward
leader successfully, it is observed that upward leader initiates
from the receptor, no matter which part of it. However, in the
case, which is the only one, that the DL hits on the metal
mesh/blade surface far from the tip, no upward leader is
observed from the mesh or the receptor, as shown in Fig. 6. It
can be concluded that the interception failure is due to the ability
of receptor to initiate upward leader is not strong enough. This
can be also observed by rotation experiment of scale wind
turbine model [9].

(b) The process of attachment process under negative impulse.
Figure 4. Observed results under negative impulse (LD=1.8 m).

B. The influence under positive downward leader
For positive condition, the attachment manners are different
under different LDs. When LD=0 m, the results are similar to
that under negative impulse.
When LD=1.8 m, a strong shielding effect is observed. Most
of the attachment points locate close to the boundary of the
receptor and the blade, instead of the very tip of the receptor
under the negative condition. About half of the cases the
attachment points are on the receptor side and half on the edge
of the receptor (Fig. 5 (a)).

(a) The channel of the discharge under positive impulse.

(b) The process of attachment process under positive impulse.
Figure 6. The case that downward leader hit on blade surface / metal mesh
with no upward leader observed under positive impulse (LD=1.8 m).

It worth noting that the metal mesh does not influence the
attachment process very much. There are no upward leaders
initiate from the mesh even when the downward leader hit
directly on it. However, in one case there are unsuccessful
upward leaders from the mesh close to successful connecting

leader from the receptor (Fig. 7). The mesh doesn’t influence the
attachment points under the positive impulse, either.

condition that the lightning strike hits on the blade surface
directly when the receptor fails to intercept the downward leader.
One question is that, for CFRP blade with conductive beam
through the whole blade, is it still reasonable to use only the
blade tip to test the performance of the LPS? As far as the
experiment results indicate, the performance of tip receptor is
positive.

Figure 7. Unsuccessful upward leader from metal mesh under positive
impulse (LD=1.8 m).

One of the reasons why metal mesh seldom initiates the
upward leader is that it provides no sharp point with small
curvature radius compared with tip receptor. Another one is that
there is a thin layer of GFRP outside the mesh, which may block
the inception of the corona / streamer.
C. Comparation between CFRP and GFRP WT blade
From both GFRP and CFRP blade experiment results, the tip
receptor provides pretty good protection for the blade. Some
experiment work with much smaller gap (0.35 m) shows that the
tip receptor or metal cap may fail to intercept the downward
leader [6]. However, when the gap is much larger, in this paper
from 1.5 to 3 m, the tip receptor shows good performance.
The positive downward leaders are more difficult to be
intercepted by the tip receptor, especially when it propagates
indirectly above the blade or the orientation of the blade is close
to horizontal. The difference is that, for CFRP blade, the damage
caused by lightning strike hitting on the blade surface directly
can be reduced due to the grounded metal mesh.
IV.

SUMMARY

From the experiment results, it is difficult for upward leader
to initiate from metal mesh under both negative and positive
impulses. The metal mesh has little influence on the attachment
process. The metal mesh may provide extra protection for the

Although the positive lightning strikes represent only 1/10 of
the whole CGs, the existing LPS cannot provide enough
protection against it. How to improve the receptor (e.g. shape or
position) to initiate the upward leader more efficiently remain to
be studied.
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